Aconogonon
Checklist contributor: Kenton Chambers, 7/1/2004
Flora contributor: treatment pending

Aconogonon daviae (W.H. Brewer ex A. Gray) Sojak var. daviae
Common names: Davis' knotweed, Newberry's fleeceflower
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2008.
FN - 5:600, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: Davis' knotweed.

Synonyms:
- Polygonum daviae Brewer ex A. Gray
  FN - 5:599, synonym for Aconogonon daviae, in Oregon, FNA common name: Davis's knotweed; FPN - 89, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:62, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 890, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); KZ - 1:487, accepted; PEK - 266, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
- Polygonum newberryi Small
  FN - 5:599, synonym for Aconogonon daviae, in Oregon, FNA common name: Davis's knotweed; FPN - 89, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:62, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 890, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 265, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
- Polygonum newberryi Small var. newberryi
  FN - 5:599, synonym for Aconogonon daviae, not in Oregon, FNA common name: Davis's knotweed; FPN - 89, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:160, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Aconogonon phytolaccifolium (Meisn. ex Small) Rydb. var. glabrum S.-P. Hong
Common names: smooth alpine knotweed
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1989.
FN - 5:599, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: poke knotweed.

Aconogonon phytolaccifolium (Meisn. ex Small) Rydb. var. phytolaccifolium
Common names: pokeweed fleeceflower, alpine knotweed, jimson knotweed
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2011.
FN - 5:599, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: poke knotweed.

Synonyms:
- Polygonum phytolaccifolium Meisn.
  FN - 5:599, synonym for Aconogonon phytolaccifolium, FNA common name: Poke knotweed; GWM - 126, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 891, accepted, in Oregon (implied); KZ - 1:488, accepted; PEK - 265, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:161, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Literature cited for Aconogonon
(Excluding the standard references unless specifically cited in the flora manuscript.)

Bistorta
Checklist contributor: Henrietta Chambers, 8/17/2005
Flora contributor: treatment pending
Bistorta bistortoides (Pursh) Small
Common names: American bistort, western bistort
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2012.
FN - 5:596, accepted, FNA common name: Western bistort; American bistort; IL - 2:62, synonym for Polygonum bistortoides, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:250, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 1077, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Synonyms:
Polygonum bistortoides Pursh
FN - 5:596, synonym for Bistorta bistortoides, in Oregon, FNA common name: Western bistort; American bistort; FPN - 86, accepted, in Oregon (implied); GWM - 125, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:62, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 888, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 265, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:148, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Bistorta vivipara (L.) Delarbre
Common names: viviparous bistort, alpine bistort
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2002.
FN - 5:595, accepted, FNA common name: alpine bistort; IL - 2:61, synonym for Polygonum viviparum, in Oregon (explicit); IN - 2a:250, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Polygonum viviparum L.
FN - 5:595, synonym for Bistorta vivipara, in Oregon, FNA common name: alpine bistort; FPN - 86, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); Gale, 1944 - 128, accepted; GWM - 128, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:61, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 265, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:167, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Literature cited for Bistorta
(Excluding the standard references unless specifically cited in the flora manuscript.)
Gale, S. 1944. Rhynchospora, section Eurhynchospora, in Canada, the United States and the West Indies. Rhodora 46:89-134, 159-197, 207-249, 255-278.

Chorizanthe
Checklist contributor: James Reveal, 1/1/2006
Flora contributor: James Reveal

Chorizanthe brevicornu Torr. var. spathulata (Rydb.) C.L. Hitchc.
Common names: brittle spineflower
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1949.
FN - 5:470, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: Great Basin brittle spineflower; FPN - 79, accepted, in Oregon; JPM - 858, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1079, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Chorizanthe spathulata Small
FN - 5:470, synonym for Chorizanthe brevicornu var. spathulata, in Oregon, FNA common name: Great Basin brittle spineflower; "known only from cold deserts of the Intermountain West."; IL - 2:5, accepted, not in Oregon; PEK - 281, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Chorizanthe membranacea Benth.
Common names: pink spineflower
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1998.
FN - 5:450, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: pink spineflower; IL - 2:12, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM - 858, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1080, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Eriogonella membranacea (Benth.) Goodman
IL - 2:12, synonym for Chorizanthe membranacea, not in Oregon; PEK - 282, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Chorizanthe watsonii Torr. & A. Gray
Common names: Watson's spineflower
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2010.
FN - 5:468, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: Watson's spineflower; FPN - 79, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:14, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:384, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 860, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1082, accepted, not in Oregon; PEK - 281, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:104, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Eriogonum
Checklist contributor: James Reveal, 10/1/2005
Flora contributor: James Reveal

Eriogonum baileyi S. Watson var. baileyi
Common names: Bailey's buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2011.
FN - 5:425, accepted, in Oregon; JPM - 869, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1094, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Synonyms:
Eriogonum vimineum Douglas ex Benth. var. baileyi (S. Watson) R.J. Davis
FPN - 84, synonym for Eriogonum baileyi, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:138, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum brachyanthum Coville
Common names: short flowered eriogonum, short-flower wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2009.
FN - 5:426, accepted, in Oregon; IL - 2:36, accepted, not in Oregon; IN - 2a:368, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 869, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1094, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum caespitosum Nutt.
Common names: mat buckwheat, matted wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2010.
FN - 5:364, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 79, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); GWM - 121, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:23, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1094, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 279, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:112, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Eriogonum cespitosum Nutt.
orthographic variant
JPM - 869, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum calcareum (S. Stokes) Grady & Reveal
Common names: ochre buckwheat, Harper wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2011.
Grady & Reveal, 2011 - accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IN - 2a:298, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Eriogonum ochrocephalum S. Watson var. calcareum (S. Stokes) M. Peck
FN - 5:284, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 82, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum ochrocephalum S. Watson ssp. calcareum S. Stokes
FN - 5:284, synonym for Eriogonum ochrocephalum var. calcareum, in Oregon; IL - 2:43, synonym for Eriogonum ochrocephalum, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 276, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); Walker, 2000 -. 
Eriogonum cernuum Nutt.
Common names: nodding buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 1984.
FN - 5:401, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 84, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:34, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IN - 2a:356, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 869, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1095, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 273, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:112, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Eriogonum cernuum Nutt. var. viminale (S. Stokes) Reveal
FN - 5:401, synonym for Eriogonum cernuum, in Oregon; JPM - 869, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum cernuum Nutt. var. cernuum
JPM - 869, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Eriogonum chrysops Rydb.
Common names: golden buckwheat, one-eyed wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2007.
FN - 5:281, accepted, in Oregon, common name: one-eye buckwheat; FPN - 82, accepted, in Oregon; GWM - 121, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IN - 2a:296, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:113, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Eriogonum ovalifolium Nutt. ssp. chrysops (Rydb.) S. Stokes
FN - 5:281, matched with Eriogonum ovalifolium var. chrysops (subtaxon form), synonym for Eriogonum chrysops, in Oregon; PEK - 277, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum collinum S. Stokes ex M.E. Jones
Common names: Juniper wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: NY, most recently collected in 1981.
FN - 5:406, accepted, in Oregon; IN - 2a:362, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1095, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum compositum Douglas ex Benth. var. compositum
Common names: arrowleaf buckwheat, northern buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2012.
FN - 5:355, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 80, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 869, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1095, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:115, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum compositum Douglas ex Benth. var. leianthum Hook.
Common names: arrowleaf buckwheat, smooth arrow-leaf wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1981.
FN - 5:356, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 80, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:115, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum crosbyae Reveal var. crosbyae
Common names: Crosby's buckwheat
Origin: native
Reveal, 1983 - accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1989.

Eriogonum crosbyae Reveal var. mystrium (Reveal) Grady & Reveal
Common names: Pueblo mountains wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Grady & Reveal, 2011 - accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2009.

Synonyms:
Eriogonum prociduum Reveal var. mystrium Reveal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Eriogonum cusickii M.E. Jones</strong></th>
<th>Common names: Cusick's buckwheat</th>
<th>Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2013.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin: native</td>
<td>FN - 5:277, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 82, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:41, synonym for Eriogonum strictum, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:115, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synonyms:</td>
<td><strong>Eriogonum chrysocephalum A. Gray</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN - 5:266, synonym for Eriogonum brevicaule var. laxifolium, not in Oregon; VP - 2:112, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Eriogonum diclinum Reveal</strong></th>
<th>Common names: Jaynes Canyon buckwheat</th>
<th>Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1991.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin: native</td>
<td>FN - 5:367, accepted, in Oregon; JPM - 870, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1096, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Eriogonum douglasii Benth. var. douglasii</strong></th>
<th>Common names: Douglas buckwheat</th>
<th>Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2004.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin: native</td>
<td>FN - 5:364, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 80, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 870, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:117, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Eriogonum douglasii Benth. var. meridionale Reveal</strong></th>
<th>Common names: southern wild buckwheat</th>
<th>Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 1950.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin: native</td>
<td>FN - 5:363, accepted, in Oregon; JPM2 - 1096, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Eriogonum elatum Douglas ex Benth. var. elatum</strong></th>
<th>Common names: tall buckwheat, rush buckwheat</th>
<th>Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2001.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin: native</td>
<td>FN - 5:316, accepted, in Oregon; JPM - 870, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1096, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 277, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Eriogonum elatum Douglas ex Benth. var. villosum Jeps.</strong></th>
<th>Common names: tall woolly buckwheat</th>
<th>Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1917.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin: native</td>
<td>FN - 5:316, accepted, in Oregon; IL - 2:47, synonym for Eriogonum elatum, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 870, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1096, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 277, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Eriogonum flavum Nutt. var. piperi (Greene) M.E. Jones</strong></th>
<th>Common names: Piper's golden buckwheat, Piper's wild buckwheat</th>
<th>Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2010.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin: native</td>
<td>FN - 5:372, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 82, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:120, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synonyms:</td>
<td><strong>Eriogonum androsaceum Benth.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN - 5:372, accepted, not in Oregon, common name: rock-jasmin wild buckwheat; FPN - 81, accepted, not in Oregon; VP - 2:109, accepted, not in Oregon.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eriogonum piperi Greene</strong></td>
<td>FN - 5:372, synonym for Eriogonum flavum var. piperi, in Oregon; FPN - 82, synonym for Eriogonum flavum var. piperi, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:24, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 278, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eriogonum heracleoides Nutt. var. heracleoides
Common names: parsnipflower buckwheat, Wyeth buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2013.
FN - 5:354, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 80, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 873, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1099, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:121, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Eriogonum heracleoides Nutt. var. angustifolium (Nutt.) Torr. & A. Gray
FN - 5:354, synonym for Eriogonum heracleoides var. heracleoides, in Oregon; FPN - 80, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:121, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Eriogonum hookeri S. Watson
Common names: Hooker's buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2004.
FN - 5:396, accepted, in Oregon; IN - 2a:353, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM - 873, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1099, accepted, not in Oregon.

Eriogonum latifolium Sm.
Common names: seaside buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2012.
FN - 5:314, accepted, in Oregon, (authority in FNA: Smith in A. Rees); IL - 2:46, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 874, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1100, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 276, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum lobbii Torr. & A. Gray
Common names: Lobb's eriogonum
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1984.
FN - 5:374, accepted, in Oregon; IL - 2:27, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:336, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 874, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1100, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Eriogonum lobbii Torr. & A. Gray var. lobbii
JPM - 874, accepted.

Eriogonum luteolum Greene var. luteolum
Common names: goldencarpet buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: WILLU, most recently collected in 1975.
FN - 5:420, accepted, in Oregon; JPM - 874, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1100, accepted, not in Oregon.

Eriogonum maculatum A. Heller
Common names: spotted buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2009.
FN - 5:411, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 84, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IN - 2a:364, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 874, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1100, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 273, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Eriogonum angulosum Benth.
FN - 5:411, accepted, not in Oregon, common name: anglestem wild buckwheat; FPN - 84, synonym for Eriogonum maculatum, in Oregon (explicit), misapplied; IL - 2:29, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM - 868, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1094, accepted, not in Oregon; VP - 2:109, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum angulosum Benth. var. maculatum (A. Heller) Jeps.
FN - 5:411, synonym for Eriogonum maculatum, in Oregon; IL - 2:29, accepted, not in Oregon.

Eriogonum marifolium Torr. & A. Gray var. marifolium
Common names: Sierra eriogonum
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2010.
FN - 5:366, accepted, in Oregon; JPM2 - 1100, accepted, in Oregon (implied).
**Eriogonum microthecum Nutt. var. ambiguum (M.E. Jones) Reveal**
Common names: yellow-flowered wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2003.
FN - 5:247, accepted, in Oregon; JPM - 876, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1102, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum microthecum Nutt. var. laxiflorum Hook.**
Common names: slender buckwheat, Great Basin wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2009.
FN - 5:244, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 82, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 876, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1102, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:123, accepted, in Oregon (implied), Benth. listed as auth..

**Eriogonum microthecum Nutt. var. microthecum**
Common names: slenderbush buckwheat, slender wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2009.
FN - 5:247, accepted, in Oregon, Common name: slender buckwheat; FPN - 82, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:123, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum nidularium Coville**
Common names: bird's nest nidularium, bird nest wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2009.
FN - 5:427, accepted, in Oregon, birdnest buckwheat (please, this is a more user friendly common name!) (CS); IL - 2:35, accepted, not in Oregon; IN - 2a:370, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 876, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1102, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 274, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum niveum Douglas ex Benth.**
Common names: snow buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2011.
FN - 5:318, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 83, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:41, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 275, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:124, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum niveum Douglas ex Benth. var. decumbens (Benth.) Torr. & A. Gray**
FN - 5:318, matched with Eriogonum niveum ssp. decumbens (subtaxon form), synonym for Eriogonum niveum, in Oregon, This var. is not in FNA as a syn. Author recognizes E.niverum ssp. decumbens as a syn.; PEK - 275, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum niveum Douglas ex Benth. var. niveum**
PEK - 275, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum novonudum M. Peck**
Common names: false naked eriogonum, false naked wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2012.
FN - 5:284, accepted, in Oregon; IN - 2a:300, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 276, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum nudum Douglas ex Benth. var. nudum**
Common names: barestem buckwheat, naked wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2012.
FN - 5:310, accepted, in Oregon; IL - 2:46, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 876, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1103, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 276, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:126, accepted.

**Eriogonum nudum Douglas ex Benth. var. oblongifolium S. Watson**
Common names: naked buckwheat, Harford's wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1998.
FN - 5:313, accepted, in Oregon; JPM - 876, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1103, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
**Eriogonum nudum Douglas ex Benth. var. paralinum Reveal**
Common names: naked buckwheat, Port Orford wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1997.
FN - 5:310, accepted, in Oregon; JPM - 876, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1103, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum nudum Douglas ex Benth. var. pubiflorum Benth.**
Common names: naked buckwheat, Fremont's wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2010.
FN - 5:312, accepted, in Oregon, (subtaxon authority: Benth. in A.P. de Candolle and A.L.P.P. de Candoll); IL - 2:46, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM - 876, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1103, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 276, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum nutans Torr. & A. Gray var. nutans**
Common names: spreading eriogonum, Dugway wild buckwheat, nodding buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: WILLU, most recently collected in 2003.
FN - 5:403, accepted, in Oregon; JPM2 - 1103, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum ochrocephalum S. Watson**
Common names: whitewoolly buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2006.
FN - 5:283, accepted, in Oregon, (authority in FNA: S. Watson in W.H. Brewer, et. al.); FPN - 82, accepted, in Oregon; IL - 2:43, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IN - 2a:294, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM - 878, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:126, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum ovalifolium Nutt. var. depressum Blank.**
Common names: cushion buckwheat, dwarf cushion wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2012.
FN - 5:323, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 83, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1104, accepted, not in Oregon; VP - 2:129, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum ovalifolium Nutt. var. nivale (Canby ex Coville) M.E. Jones**
Common names: oval leaved buckwheat, cushion buckwheat, Sierran cushion wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2007.
FN - 5:323, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 83, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); GWM - 123, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 878, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1104, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:129, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum ovalifolium Nutt. var. ovalefolum**
Common names: cushion buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2008.
FN - 5:320, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 83, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); GWM - 123, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:43, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 878, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1104, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:129, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum ovalifolium Nutt. var. purpureum (Nutt.) Durand**
Common names: cushion buckwheat, purple cushion wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2010.
FN - 5:320, accepted, in Oregon; JPM - 878, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1104, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

**Synonyms:**
**Eriogonum ovalifolium Nutt. ssp. ovalifolium**
PEK - 277, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum ovalifolium Nutt. var. celsum A. Nelson**
FN - 5:320, synonym for Eriogonum ovalifolium var. purpureum, in Oregon; FPN - 83, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Eriogonum pendulum S. Watson
Common names: Waldo eriogonum, Waldo buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1990.
FN - 5:303, accepted, in Oregon; JPM - 878, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1104, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 275, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum prociduum Reveal
Common names: prostrate buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2004.
FN - 5:276, accepted, in Oregon; IN - 2a:292, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 879, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1106, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Eriogonum prociduum Reveal var. prociduum
FN - 5:276, accepted, in Oregon, Disjunct populations in s Baker Co., Oregon, E. chrysops misapplied to these by J. Reveal, 1968b.;

Eriogonum pusillum Torr. & A. Gray
Common names: yellow turbans
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2000.
FN - 5:404, accepted, in Oregon; IL - 2:34, accepted, not in Oregon; IN - 2a:258, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 879, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1106, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 273, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum pyrolifolium Hook. var. coryphaeum Torr. & A. Gray
Common names: alpine buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2008.
FN - 5:374, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 81, accepted, in Oregon; JPM2 - 1106, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:130, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Eriogonum pyrolaefolium Hook. var. coryphaeum Torr. & A. Gray
orthographic variant
IL - 2:24, synonym for Eriogonum pyrolifolium, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:130, accepted.

Eriogonum pyrolifolium Hook. var. pyrolifolium
Common names: Shasta wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1994.
FN - 5:374, accepted, not in Oregon; FPN - 81, accepted, in Oregon; JPM2 - 1106, accepted, not in Oregon.

Synonyms:
Eriogonum pyrolaefolium Hook. var. pyrolaefolium
orthographic variant
IL - 2:24, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 278, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:130, accepted, not in Oregon.

Eriogonum roseum Durand & Hilg.
Common names: wand buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1909.
FN - 5:423, accepted, in Oregon; IL - 2:36, (minor spelling difference), synonym for Eriogonum virgatum, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 879, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1106, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Eriogonum virgatum Benth.
FN - 5:423, synonym for Eriogonum roseum, in Oregon; IL - 2:36, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 274, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Eriogonum salicornioides Gand.
Common names: playa buckwheat, saltwort wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2006.
FN - 5:406, accepted, in Oregon; IN - 2a:362, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum scopulorum Reveal
Common names: cliff buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1990.
FN - 5:280, accepted, in Oregon.

Eriogonum spergulinum A. Gray var. reddingianum (M.E. Jones) J.T. Howell
Common names: spurry buckwheat, Redding's wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2010.
FN - 5:409, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 84, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 879, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1107, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 272, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:130, accepted.

Eriogonum sphaerocephalum Douglas ex Benth. var. halimioides (Gand.) S. Stokes
Common names: rock buckwheat, Halimium wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2003.
FN - 5:362, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 80, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 880, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1107, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:131, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum sphaerocephalum Douglas ex Benth. var. sphaerocephalum
Common names: rock buckwheat, round headed eriogonum
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2009.
FN - 5:362, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 80, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 880, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1107, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:131, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Eriogonum sphaerocephalum Douglas ex Benth. var. sublineare (S. Stokes) Reveal
Common names: scabland wild buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1982.
FN - 5:363, accepted, in Oregon.
Synonyms:
Eriogonum douglasii Benth. var. tenue (Small) C.L. Hitchc.
FN - 5:363, synonym for Eriogonum sphaerocephalum var. sublineare, in Oregon; FPN - 80, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:132, accepted.
Eriogonum flavissimum Gand.
FPN - 83, synonym for Eriogonum strictum var. anserinum, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:43, synonym for Eriogonum ovalifolium ssp. flavissimum, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 277, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Eriogonum ovalifolium Nutt. ssp. flavissimum (Gand.) S. Stokes
FN - 5:318, synonym for Eriogonum strictum var. anserinum, in Oregon; IL - 2:43, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
**Eriogonum strictum L. var. proliferum (Torr. & A. Gray) C.L. Hitchc.**
Common names: Blue Mountain buckwheat, proliferous wild buckwheat
FN - 5:317, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 83, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:43, synonym for Eriogonum prociduum, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 880, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1107, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 275, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:132, accepted, no geog. info. given.

Synonyms:
- **Eriogonum proliferum Torr. & A. Gray**
  FN - 5:317, synonym for Eriogonum strictum var. proliferum, in Oregon; IL - 2:43, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 275, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum strictum Benth. ssp. proliferum (Torr. & A. Gray) S. Stokes**
FN - 5:317, synonym for Eriogonum strictum var. proliferum, in Oregon; FPN - 83, accepted, in Oregon (explicit), (not terminal: 3 vars. accepted).

**Eriogonum strictum Benth. var. strictum**
Common names: Blue Mountain buckwheat, strict wild buckwheat
Origin: native  Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2009.
FN - 5:318, accepted, in Oregon.

Synonyms:
- **Eriogonum strictum Benth. ssp. strictum**
  FPN - 83, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:132, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
- **Eriogonum ternatum Howell**
  Common names: ternate buckwheat
  FN - 5:356, accepted, in Oregon; IL - 2:26, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 880, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1107, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 280, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum thymoides Benth.**
Common names: thyme leaved buckwheat
Origin: native  Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1999.
FN - 5:360, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 81, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); GWM - 123, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:24, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IN - 2a:330, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 279, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:132, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. argus Reveal**
Common names: sulphur flower buckwheat, one-eyed sulphur flower
Origin: native  Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1949.
FN - 5:348, accepted, in Oregon; JPM - 880, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1108, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. aureum (Gand.) Reveal**
Common names: Great Basin sulphur buckwheat, golden sulphur flower
FN - 5:340, accepted, in Oregon, (CS used B&P abbrev. for FNA auth.); IN - 2a:324, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
- **Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. intectum A. Nelson**
  FN - 5:340, synonym for Eriogonum umbellatum var. aureum, in Oregon; FPN - 81, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. devestivum Reveal**
Common names: sulphur flower buckwheat, emperor's sulphur flower
Origin: native  Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1968.
FN - 5:347, accepted, in Oregon.
**Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. dichrocephalum Gand.**
Common names: sulphur flower buckwheat, bicolor sulphur flower
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2003.
FN - 5:344, accepted, in Oregon; IN - 2a:326, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 882, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1108, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
- *Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. ssp. aridum (Greene) S. Stokes*
  FN - 5:344, synonym for Eriogonum umbellatum var. dichrocephalum, in Oregon; VP - 2:136, accepted, not in Oregon.

---

**Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. dumosum (Greene) Reveal**
Common names: American valley sulphur flower
Origin: native
FN - 5:343, accepted, in Oregon; JPM2 - 1108, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
- *Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. speciosum (Drew) S. Stokes*
  FN - 5:352, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM - 882, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1108, accepted, not in Oregon.

Misapplied names:
- *Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. ssp. polyanthum (Benth.) S. Stokes*
  IL - 2:27, accepted, in Oregon (explicit), especially in southern Oregon and California.; PEK - 280, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

- *Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. polyanthum (Benth.) M.E. Jones*

---

**Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. ellipticum (Nutt.) Reveal**
Common names: sulphur flower buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2013.
FN - 5:347, accepted, in Oregon; IN - 2a:326, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
- *Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. croceum S. Stokes*
  FN - 5:347, synonym for Eriogonum umbellatum var. ellipticum, in Oregon; GWM - 124, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:136, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

- *Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. chrysanthum Gand.*
  FN - 5:347, synonym for Eriogonum umbellatum var. ellipticum, in Oregon; FPN - 81, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

- *Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. stellatum (Benth.) M.E. Jones*
  FN - 5:347, synonym for Eriogonum umbellatum var. ellipticum, in Oregon; FPN - 81, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:27, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 280, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); Reveal, 1983 - synonym for Eriogonum umbellatum var. ellipticum.

---

**Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. glaberrimum (Gand.) Reveal**
Common names: sulphur flower buckwheat, Warner Mountains sulphur flower
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1980.
FN - 5:353, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 81, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 882, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1108, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

---

**Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. goodmanii Reveal**
Common names: Goodman's sulphur flower
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1991.
FN - 5:343, accepted, in Oregon; JPM2 - 1108, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. haussknechtii (Dammer) M.E. Jones
Common names: Haussknecht's buckwheat, Haussknecht's sulphur flower
Origin: native Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2010.
Synonyms:
Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. haussknechtii (Dammer) M.E. Jones orthographic variant
FN - 5:342, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); FPN - 81, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:136, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. modocense (Greene) S. Stokes
Common names: Modoc sulphur flower
FN - 5:342, accepted, in Oregon, (CS used B&P abbrev. for FNA auth.); IN - 2a:324, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1108, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Misapplied names:
Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. polyanthum (Benth.) M.E. Jones
Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. nelsoniorum Reveal
Common names: Nelson's buckwheat
Origin: native Voucher: SOCUNK, most recently collected in 2010.
JPM2 - 1108, accepted, not in Oregon.

Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. nevadense Gand.
Common names: Nevada buckwheat, Nevada sulphur flower
Origin: native Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2002.
FN - 5:343, accepted, in Oregon; IN - 2a:326, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 882, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1108, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. sandbergii Reveal
Common names: Sandbergs sulphur flower
FN - 5:341, accepted.

Eriogonum villosissimum Reveal & D.A. York
Common names: Acker Rock wild buckwheat
Origin: native Voucher: NYUNK, most recently collected in 2009.
Reveal et al., 2009 - accepted, in Oregon (explicit), protologue.

Eriogonum vimineum Douglas ex Benth.
Common names: wickerstem buckwheat, broom buckwheat
Origin: native Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2012.
FN - 5:421, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 84, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:38, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IN - 2a:366, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 882, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1110, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 274, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Synonyms:
Eriogonum vimineum Douglas ex Benth. var. vimineum
FPN - 84, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:38, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:138, accepted, in Oregon (explicit), 2 vars. In OR..
Eriogonum vimineum Douglas ex Benth. var. shoshonense (A. Nelson) S. Stokes
FN - 5:421, matched with E. vimineum ssp. shoshonense (subtaxon form), synonym for Eriogonum vimineum, in Oregon; FPN - 84, accepted, not in Oregon; VP - 2:138, accepted, not in Oregon.
**Eriogonum watsonii Torr. & A. Gray**
Common names: Watson's buckwheat
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2009.
FN - 5:399, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 84, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:34, synonym for Eriogonum deflexum Torr. ssp. watsonii (Torr. & A. Gray Stokes, not in Oregon; IN - 2a:354, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 273, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
- **Eriogonum deflexum Torr.**
  FN - 5:394, accepted, not in Oregon; IL - 2:34, accepted, not in Oregon; IN - 2a:351, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM - 870, accepted, not in Oregon; VP - 2:115, accepted, not in Oregon.
- **Eriogonum deflexum Torr. var. multipedunculatum (S. Stokes) C.L. Hitchc.**
  FN - 5:399, synonym for Eriogonum watsonii, in Oregon; FPN - 84, synonym for Eriogonum watsonii, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:115, accepted.

**Literature cited for Eriogonum**
(Excluding the standard references unless specifically cited in the flora manuscript.)


**Fagopyrum**
Checklist contributor: Richard Halse, 4/15/2009
Flora contributor: treatment pending

**Fagopyrum esculentum Moench**
Common names: buckwheat
Origin: exotic, not naturalized
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 1947.
FN - 5:573, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: common buckwheat; IN - 2a:200, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 883, accepted, not in Oregon.

**Fallopia**
Checklist contributor: Henrietta Chambers, 8/17/2005
Flora contributor: treatment pending

**Fallopia baldschuanica (Regel) Holub**
Common names: Bukhara fleeceflower
Origin: exotic, naturalized
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2009.
FN - 5:544, accepted, not in Oregon, cultivated as a trellis or garden plant; IN - 2a:221, accepted.

**Fallopia ×bohemica (Chrtek & Chrtkova) J.P. Bailey**
Common names: Bohemian knotweed
Origin: exotic, naturalized
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2006.
FN - 5:542, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: Bohemian knotweed.
Fallopia convolvulus (L.) Á. Löve
Common names: ivy bindweed, climbing knotweed
Origin: exotic, naturalized
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2009.
FN - 5:545, accepted, FNA common name: black bindweed; IN - 2a:222, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1111, accepted, not in Oregon.
Synonyms:
Polygonum convolvulus L.
FN - 5:545, synonym for Fallopia convolvulus, in Oregon, FNA common name: black bindweed; FPN - 85, accepted, no geog. info. given; IL - 2:66, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 890, accepted, given distribution: CA-FP; to e N.Am; native to Eur; PEK - 270, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:151, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Fallopia japonica (Houtt.) Ronse Decr.
Common names: Japanese knotweed
Origin: exotic, naturalized
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2006.
FN - 5:543, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: Japanese knotweed; JPM2 - 1111, accepted, not in Oregon.
Synonyms:
Polygonum cuspidatum Siebold & Zucc.
FN - 5:543, synonym for Fallopia japonica, in Oregon, FNA common name: Japanese knotweed; FPN - 89, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:66, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 890, accepted, given distribution: n CA-FP (esp s NCoR, SnFrB); to e N.Am; native to Japan; VP - 2:152, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Fallopia sachalinensis (F. Schmidt ex Maxim.) Ronse Decr.
Common names: giant knotweed
Origin: exotic, naturalized
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2006.
FN - 5:542, accepted, FNA common name: Giant knotweed; JPM2 - 1111, accepted, no geog. info. given.
Synonyms:
Polygonum sachalinense F. Schmidt ex Maxim.
FN - 5:542, synonym for Fallopia sachalinensis, in Oregon, FNA common name: giant knotweed; FPN - 89, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:66, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 891, accepted, given distribution: n CA-FP; native to Japan; PEK - 265, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:165, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Oxyria
Checklist contributor: Henrietta Chambers, 6/6/2005
Flora contributor: treatment pending

Oxyria digyna (L.) Hill
Common names: mountain sorrel
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2011.
FN - 5:533, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: alpine mountain sorrel; FPN - 84, accepted, in Oregon (implied); GWM - 124, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:54, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:218, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 884, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1114, accepted, not in Oregon; PEK - 263, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:139, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Oxytheca
Checklist contributor: Henrietta Chambers, 12/19/2006
Flora contributor: James Reveal
Oxytheca dendroidea Nutt. ssp. dendroidea
Common names: tree-like oxytheca, northern oxytheca
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2009.
FN - 5:435, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: treelike puncturebract; IL - 2:18, accepted, given distribution: Wash, Id, Wy s to Nevada and Mono Co. CA; JPM - 886, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1115, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 281, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:139, accepted, in Oregon, ssp. implied; spelled O. dendroides Nutt..
Synonyms:
Oxytheca dendroides Nutt.
orthographic variant
FPN - 84, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Persicaria
Checklist contributor: Henrietta Chambers, 8/17/2005
Flora contributor: treatment pending

Persicaria amphibia (L.) Gray
Common names: water smartweed
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2007.
FN - 5:583, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: water smartweed; JPM - 888, accepted, not in Oregon.
Synonyms:
Polygonum amphibium L. var. stipulaceum N. Coleman
FN - 5:583, synonym for Persicaria amphibia, in Oregon, FNA common name: water smartweed; JPM - 888, accepted, not in Oregon.
Polygonum amphibium L. var. emersum Michx.
FN - 5:583, synonym for Persicaria amphibia, in Oregon, FNA common name: water smartweed; IL - 2:63, synonym for Polygonum coccineum, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 888, accepted, not in Oregon.
Polygonum amphibium L.
FN - 5:584, synonym for Persicaria amphibia, in Oregon, FNA common name: water smartweed; FPN - 90, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:62, synonym for Polygonum natans, in Oregon (implied), P. amphibium of Amer. authors, not L. is a syn of P. natans (Michx.) Eaton.; JPM - 888, accepted, given distribution: CA-FP, w DMoj, SNE; to e N.Am, Eurasia; Mitchell, 1968 - 45:1-65, accepted; VP - 2:145, accepted, not in Oregon.
Polygonum coccineum Muhl. ex Willd. var. hartwrightii (A. Gray) Bissell
FN - 5:583, synonym for Persicaria amphibia, in Oregon, FNA common name: water smartweed; Synonomy assumed;; PEK - 266, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Polygonum coccineum Muhl. ex Willd.
FN - 5:583, synonym for Persicaria amphibia, in Oregon, FNA common name: water smartweed; FPN - 90, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:63, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 266, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:149, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Polygonum amphibium L. var. natans Michx.
IL - 2:62, synonym for Polygonum natans, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:145, accepted.
Polygonum coccineum Muhl. ex Willd. var. coccineum
FN - 5:583, synonym for Persicaria amphibia, in Oregon, FNA common name: water smartweed; synonomy assumed; PEK - 266, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Polygonum natans Eaton
FN - 5:583, synonym for Persicaria amphibia, in Oregon, FNA common name: water smartweed; IL - 2:62, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 266, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Persicaria hydropiper (L.) Spach
Common names: smartweed, marshpepper smartweed
FN - 5:590, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: marsh-pepper smartweed; water-pepper; IN - 2a:246, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1115, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Synonyms:
Polygonum hydropiper L.
FN - 5:590, synonym for Persicaria hydropiper, in Oregon, FNA common name: marsh-pepper smartweed; water-pepper; FPN - 86, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:63, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 890, accepted, given distribution: n&c CA-FP; native to Eur; PEK - 267, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:155, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Persicaria hydropiperoides (Michx.) Small
Common names: waterpepper
Origin: native  Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2002.
FN - 5:585, accepted, FNA common name: swamp smartweed; IN - 2a:247, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1116, accepted, not in Oregon.

Synonyms:
Polygonum hydropiperoides Michx. var. psilostachyum H. St. John
FN - 5:585, synonym for Persicaria hydropiperoides, in Oregon, FNA common name: swamp smartweed; PEK - 266, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Polygonum persicarioides Kunth
PEK - 267, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Polygonum hydropiperoides Michx.
FN - 5:585, synonym for Persicaria hydropiperoides, in Oregon, FNA common name: swamp smartweed; FPN - 90, accepted, in Oregon; IL - 2:63, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 890, accepted, given distribution: CA-FP, DSon (Colorado River); to Mex, e N.Am.

Polygonum hydropiperoides Michx. var. hydropiperoides
FN - 5:585, synonym for Persicaria hydropiperoides, in Oregon, FNA common name: swamp smartweed; PEK - 266, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:157, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Polygonum hydropiperoides Michx. var. asperifolium Stanford
FN - 5:585, synonym for Persicaria hydropiperoides, in Oregon, FNA common name: swamp smartweed; IL - 2:63, synonym for Polygonum hydropiperoides, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 266, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Polygonum hydropiperoides Michx. var. lapathifolium Sibth.
FN - 5:585, synonym for Persicaria hydropiperoides, in Oregon, FNA common name: swamp smartweed; IL - 2:66, synonym for Polygonum hydropiperoides, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 266, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Persicaria lapathifolia (L.) Gray
Common names: curltop ladysthum, willowweed
Origin: native  Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2012.
FN - 5:589, accepted, FNA common name: pale smartweed; IL - 2:66, synonym for Polygonum lapathifolium, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1116, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Synonyms:
Polygonum lapathifolium L. var. lapathifolium
FN - 5:589, synonym for Persicaria lapathifolia, in Oregon, FNA common name: pale smartweed; IL - 2:66, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 266, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Polygonum lapathifolium L. var. salicifolium Sibth.
FN - 5:589, synonym for Persicaria lapathifolia, in Oregon, FNA common name: pale smartweed; IL - 2:66, accepted, not in Oregon; PEK - 266, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Polygonum lapathifolium L.
FN - 5:589, synonym for Persicaria lapathifolia, in Oregon, FNA common name: pale smartweed; FPN - 87,90, accepted, no geog. info. given; IL - 2:66, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 890, accepted, not in Oregon; PEK - 266, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:157, accepted, in Oregon (implied).
Persicaria maculosa Gray
Common names: spotted ladysthumb, heartweed
Origin: exotic, naturalized
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2011.
FN - 5:593, accepted, FNA common name: spotted lady's-thumb; redshank; IN - 2a:248, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1116, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Synonyms:
Polygonum persicaria L.
FN - 5:593, synonym for Persicaria maculosa, in Oregon, FNA common name: spotted lady's-thumb; redshank; FPN - 90, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:63, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 891, accepted, not in Oregon; PEK - 267, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:161, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Persicaria orientalis (L.) Spach
Common names: kiss-me-over-the-garden-gate, Princess-feather, Renouee orientale
Origin: exotic, not naturalized
Voucher: WS, most recently collected in 1884.
FN - 5:591, accepted, in Oregon, introduced as a garden ornamental; JPM2 - 1116, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Persicaria pensylvanica (L.) M. Gomez
Common names: pinkweed
Origin: exotic, naturalized
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2005.
FN - 5:588, accepted, FNA common name: Pennsylvania smartweed; IL - 2:66, synonym for Polygonum pensylvanicum, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:242, accepted; JPM2 - 1116, accepted, given distribution: e ScV, expected elsewhere; native to e US, introduced otherwise in N.Am, Eur..

Synonyms:
Polygonum pensylvanicum L.
FN - 5:588, synonym for Persicaria pensylvanica, not in Oregon, FNA common name: Pennsylvania smartweed; IL - 2:66, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 891, accepted, not in Oregon.

Persicaria perfoliata (L.) H. Gross
Common names: devil's-tail, giant climbing tearthumb, mile a minute weed
Origin: exotic, not naturalized
Voucher: GHUNK
FN - 5:577, accepted, in Oregon, aggressive and fast growing pest (Oreg. is the only state west of the Mississippi); Hickman & Hickman, 1977 - accepted, in Oregon.

Persicaria punctata (Elliott) Small
Common names: dotted smartweed, water smartweed
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2012.
FN - 5:586, accepted, FNA common name: dotted smartweed; IN - 2a:244, accepted; JPM2 - 1116, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Synonyms:
Polygonum punctatum Elliott var. punctatum
FN - 5:586, synonym for Persicaria punctata, in Oregon, FNA common name: dotted smartweed; IL - 2:63, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Polygonum punctatum Elliott
FN - 5:586, synonym for Persicaria punctata, in Oregon, FNA common name: dotted smartweed; FPN - 86, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:63, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 891, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 267, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:163, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Persicaria sagittata (L.) H. Gross
Common names: arrow-leaf tearthumb, arrow vine, Renouee sagittee
Origin: exotic, naturalized
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1999.
FN - 5:577, accepted, FNA common name: arrow-leaf tearthumb.
Persicaria wallichii Greuter & Burdet
Common names: Himalayan knotweed
Origin: exotic, naturalized
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2006.
FN - 5:581, accepted, FNA common name: Himalayan knotweed; FNA author recognizes var. wallichii; JPM2 - 1116, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Polygonum polystachyum Wall.
FN - 5:581, synonym for Persicaria wallichii, in Oregon, FNA common name: Himalayan knotweed; FPN - 89, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 891, accepted, given distribution: NCo (esp Del Norte, Humboldt cos.), n CCo; native to s-c Asia; VP - 2:163, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Persicaria wallichii Greuter & Burdet var. wallichii
FN - 5:581, accepted.

Literature cited for Persicaria
(Excluding the standard references unless specifically cited in the flora manuscript.)

Polygonum
Checklist contributor: Henrietta Chambers, 8/17/2005
Flora contributor: treatment pending

Polygonum achoreum S.F. Blake
Common names: leathery knotweed
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1968.
FN - 5:549, accepted, FNA common name: Blake's knotweed; FPN - 89, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); GWM - 125, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:145, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Polygonum austiniae Greene
Common names: Austin's knotweed
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2010.
FN - 5:569, accepted, FNA common name: Mrs. Austin's knotweed; FPN - 87, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:58, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IN - 2a:232, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1119, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 268, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:146, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Polygonum douglasii (Greene) A. Murray ssp. austiniae Greene
FN - 5:569, synonym for Polygonum austiniae, in Oregon, FNA common name: Mrs. Austin's knotweed; JPM - 890, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
| **Polygonum aviculare L. ssp. aviculare** | Common names: prostrate knotweed, doorweed
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2010.
FN - 5:557, accepted, FNA common name: common knotweed; JPM2 - 1119, accepted, given distribution: CA; worldwide.

**Synonyms:**
- *Polygonum aviculare* L. var. littorale (Link) Koch
  IL - 2:56, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 269, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
- *Polygonum aviculare* L. var. aviculare
  FN - 5:557, synonym for *Polygonum aviculare* ssp. aviculare, in Oregon, FNA common name: common knotweed; IL - 2:56, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 269, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

| **Polygonum aviculare L. ssp. buxiforme (Small) Costea & Tardif** | Common names: American knotweed, Renouee faux-buis
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2008.
FN - 5:558, accepted, FNA common name: American knotweed; JPM2 - 1119, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

| **Polygonum aviculare L. ssp. depressum (Meisn.) Arcang.** | Common names: common knotweed, oval-leaf knotweed
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2007.
FN - 5:559, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: common knotweed; oval leaf knotweed; JPM2 - 1119, accepted, given distribution: CA; worldwide.

**Synonyms:**
- *Polygonum arenastrum* Boreau
  FN - 5:559, synonym for *Polygonum aviculare*, in Oregon, FNA common name: common knotweed; oval leaf knotweed; JPM - 888, accepted, not in Oregon.
- *Polygonum aviculare* L. ssp. neglectum (Besser) Arcang.
  FN - 5:558, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: narrow leaf knotweed; oval leaf knotweed; JPM - 888, accepted, not in Oregon.

| **Polygonum californicum Meisn.** | Common names: California knotweed
FN - 5:564, accepted, FNA common name: no common name provided; FPN - 85, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:61, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 890, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1120, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 270, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:149, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

| **Polygonum cascadense W.H. Baker** | Common names: Cascade knotweed
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2003.
FN - 5:571, accepted, FNA common name: Cascade knotweed; FPN - 87, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); Kruckeberg & Love, 2006 - ; Oregon Flora Project, 2006F - ; PEK - 268, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:149, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
**Polygonum douglasii** (Greene) A. Murray

Common names: Douglas knotweed

Origin: native

Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2010.

FN - 5:567, accepted, FNA common name: Douglas's knotweed; FPN - 87, accepted, in Oregon (implied); GWM - 126, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:58, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:231, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 890, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1120, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 268, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:152, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Synonyms:

**Polygonum douglasii** (Greene) A. Murray ssp. douglasii

FN - 5:567-68, synonym for Polygonum douglasii, in Oregon, FNA common name: Douglas's knotweed; FNA author does not recognize vars. or ssp. of POLDOU; JPM - 890, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

**Polygonum douglasii** (Greene) A. Murray var. latifolium (Engelm.) Greene

FN - 5:567, synonym for Polygonum douglasii, in Oregon, FNA common name: Douglas's knotweed; FPN - 87, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:58, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 268, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:152, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

**Polygonum douglasii** (Greene) A. Murray var. douglasii

FN - 5:567, synonym for Polygonum douglasii, in Oregon, FNA common name: Douglas's knotweed; FPN - 87, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:58, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 268, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:152, accepted, no geog. info. given.

---

**Polygonum erectum** L.

Common names: erect knotweed

Origin: native

Voucher: WILLU, most recently collected in 1949.

FN - 5:550, accepted, FNA common name: erect knotweed; FPN - 86, accepted, not in Oregon; IL - 2:58, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 268, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:153, accepted.

---

**Polygonum gabrielae** Costea & Tardif

Common names: Gabriela's knotweed

Origin: native

Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1953.

---

**Polygonum heterosepalum** M. Peck & Ownbey

Common names: dwarf desert knotweed

Origin: native

Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2006.

FN - 5:563, accepted, FNA common name: dwarf desert knotweed; FPN - 85, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IN - 2a:229, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 270, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:155, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

---

**Polygonum majus** (Meisn. ex Small) Piper

Common names: Palouse knotweed, wiry knotweed

Origin: native

Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2007.

FN - 5:570, accepted, FNA common name: wiry knotweed; FPN - 87, accepted, in Oregon (implied); GWM - 126, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:58, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IN - 2a:234, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1120, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 268, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:158, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Synonyms:

**Polygonum douglasii** (Greene) A. Murray ssp. majus (Meisn. ex Small) J.C. Hickman

FN - 5:570, synonym for Polygonum majus, in Oregon, FNA common name: wiry knotweed; JPM - 890, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

---

**Polygonum minimum** S. Watson

Common names: broad leaved knotweed, leafy dwarf knotweed

Origin: native

Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2010.

FN - 5:569, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: broad leaf knotweed; leafy dwarf knotweed; FPN - 86, accepted, in Oregon (implied); GWM - 126, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:58, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:234, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 890, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1120, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 267, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:158, accepted, in Oregon (implied).
Polygonum nuttallii Small
Common names: Nuttall's knotweed
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2000.
FN - 5:570, accepted, FNA common name: Nuttall's knotweed; FPN - 87, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:59, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 269, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:160, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Polygonum paronychia Cham. & Schltdl.
Common names: black knotweed, nailwort knotweed
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1999.
FN - 5:562, accepted, FNA common name: beach knotweed; dune knotweed; black knotweed; FPN - 89, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:56, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 891, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1120, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 267, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:160, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Polygonum parryi Greene
Common names: Parry's knotweed
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1984.
FN - 5:563, accepted, FNA common name: Parry's knotweed; prickly knotweed; FPN - 85, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:61, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 891, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1120, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 270, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:160, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Polygonum polygaloides Meisn. ssp. confertiflorum (Nutt. ex Piper) J.C. Hickman
Common names: closeflowered knotweed
Origin: native
Voucher: ORE, most recently collected in 2009.
FN - 5:566, accepted, FNA common name: no common name suggested; JPM - 891, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1120, accepted, not in Oregon.
Synonyms:
Polygonum confertiflorum Nutt.
FN - 5:566, synonym for Polygonum polygaloides ssp. confertiflorum, in Oregon, FNA common name: no common name suggested; FPN - 88, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:61, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 269, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:151, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Polygonum watsonii Small
FN - 5:566, synonym for Polygonum polygaloides ssp. confertiflorum, in Oregon, FNA common name: no common name suggested; FPN - 88, accepted; IL - 2:61, synonym for Polygonum confertiflorum, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 269, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:167, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Polygonum polygaloides Meisn. ssp. esotericum (L.C. Wheeler) J.C. Hickman
Common names: water knotweed
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2008.
FN - 5:567, accepted, FNA common name: Modoc County knotweed; JPM - 891, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1120, accepted, not in Oregon.
Synonyms:
Polygonum esotericum L.C. Wheeler
FN - 5:567, synonym for Polygonum polygaloides ssp. esotericum, in Oregon, FNA common name: Modoc County knotweed; FPN - 88, synonym for Polygonum watsonii, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:59, accepted, not in Oregon; PEK - 270, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
**Polygonum polygaloides Meisn. ssp. kelloggii (Greene) J.C. Hickman**
Common names: Kellogg's knotweed
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2011.
FN - 5:567, accepted, FNA common name: Kellogg's knotweed; JPM - 891, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1120, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Synonyms:
- *Polygonum kelloggii* Greene
  FN - 5:567, synonym for *Polygonum polygaloides* ssp. kelloggii, in Oregon, FNA common name: Kellogg's knotweed;
  FPN - 88, accepted, in Oregon (implied); GWM - 126, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:59, accepted, in Oregon (implied);
  IN - 2a:230, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 269, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:157, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Polygonum polygaloides Meisn. ssp. polygaloides**
Common names: white margined knotweed, pokeweed fleeceflower
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2005.
FN - 5:566, accepted, FNA common name: polygala knotweed.

**Polygonum ramosissimum Michx. ssp. ramosissimum**
Common names: bushy knotweed, yellow flowered knotweed
Origin: exotic, naturalized
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1997.
FN - 5:551, accepted; JPM2 - 1121, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

**Polygonum sawatchense Small**
Common names: Sawatch knotweed
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2004.
FN - 5:568, accepted, FNA common name: no common name suggested; FNA author recognizes two ssp.: sawatchense and oblivium. Only oblivium is in Oregon.; FPN - 88, accepted, in Oregon (implied); GWM - 128, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:59, accepted, in Oregon (implied);
IN - 2a:232, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 268, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:165, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Synonyms:
- *Polygonum douglasii* (Greene) A. Murray ssp. johnstonii (Munz) J.C. Hickman
  FN - 5:568, synonym for *Polygonum sawatchense* ssp. sawatchense, not in Oregon, FNA common name: no common name suggested; FNA author recognizes only ssp. oblivium Costea & Tardif in Oregon; JPM - 890, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

**Polygonum sawatchense Small ssp. oblivium Costea & Tardif**
FN - 5:569, accepted, in Oregon; JPM2 - 1121, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

**Polygonum shastense Brewer ex A. Gray**
Common names: Shasta knotweed
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1998.
FN - 5:565, accepted, FNA common name: Shasta knotweed; IL - 2:56, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 891, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1121, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 267, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Polygonum spergulariiforme Meisn. ex Small
Common names: fall knotweed, spurry knotweed
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2006.
FN - 5:570, accepted, in Oregon (explicit), FNA common name: spurry knotweed; fall knotweed; spelling of specific name updated to "spergulariiforme"; JPM2 - 1121, accepted, in Oregon (implied).
Synonyms:
Polygonum spergulariaeforme Meisn. ex Small
orthographic variant
FPN - 87, 88, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:59, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 269, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:167, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Polygonum douglasii (Greene) A. Murray ssp. spergulariiforme (Meisn. ex Small) J.C. Hickman
FN - 5:570, synonym for Polygonum spergulariaeforme, in Oregon, FNA common name: spurry knotweed; fall knotweed; JPM - 890, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Literature cited for Polygonum
(Excluding the standard references unless specifically cited in the flora manuscript.)

Rumex
Checklist contributor: Henrietta Chambers, 1/15/2001
Flora contributor: treatment pending

Rumex acetosella L.
Common names: sheep sorrel, sour dock
Origin: exotic, naturalized
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2013.
FN - 5:498, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: sheep sorrel; field sorrel; FPN - 91, accepted, in Oregon (implied); GWM - 128, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:54, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:203, accepted, given distribution: mainly in the mts.; JPM - 894, accepted, given distribution: CA-FP; native to Eur; JPM2 - 1124, accepted, given distribution: CA-FP, GB; worldwide; native to Eur, Asia.; PEK - 263, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:171, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Rumex conglomeratus Murray
Common names: clustered dock
Origin: exotic, naturalized
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2012.
FN - 5:524, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: clustered dock; clustered green dock; FPN - 92, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:51, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:210, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 894, accepted, given distribution: CA-FP; native to Eur; JPM2 - 1124, accepted, given distribution: CA-FP; native to Eur; JPM2 - 1124, accepted, no geog. info. given; PEK - 262, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:171, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Rumex crispus L.
Common names: curly dock
Origin: exotic, naturalized
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2013.
FN - 5:522, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: curly dock; yellow dock; FPN - 92, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:51, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:212, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 894, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1124, accepted, given distribution: CA; worldwide; native to Eurasia.; PEK - 261, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:171, accepted, in Oregon (implied).
### Rumex cuneifolius Campd.

**Common names:** wedge leaf dock  
**Origin:** exotic, naturalized  
**Voucher:** OSC, most recently collected in 1996.  
**FN -** 5:514, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: Argentine dock; wedgeleaf dock; FPN - 91, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 262, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:173, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

### Rumex dentatus L.

**Common names:** toothed dock  
**Origin:** exotic, not naturalized  
**Voucher:** ORE, most recently collected in 1902.  
**FN -** 5:527, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: toothed dock; dentate dock; Indian dock; FPN - 91, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IN - 2a:216, accepted, given distribution: known only from Salt Lake Co., Utah, but to be expected elsewhere.; JPM - 894, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1124, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:173, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

### Rumex fueginus Phil.

**Common names:** seaside dock, golden dock, Tierra del Fuego dock  
**Origin:** native  
**Voucher:** OSC, most recently collected in 2004.  
**FN -** 5:531, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 91, synonym for Rumex maritimus, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1124, accepted, given distribution: CA; most of N.Am, Mex, S.Am; introduced in Eur..  
**Synonyms:**  
- **Rumex maritimus L.**  
  **FN -** 5:529, accepted, not in Oregon, FNA common name: golden dock; maritime dock; Text under Rumex fueginus (p. 531): Specimens of R. fueginus often are misidentified as R. maritimus…; FPN - 91, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:216, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 894, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:173, accepted, in Oregon (implied).  
- **Rumex maritimus L. var. athrix H. St. John**  
  FPN - 92, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:177, accepted, in Oregon (implied).  
- **Rumex maritimus L. var. fueginus (Phil.) Dusén**  
  FN - 5:531, synonym for Rumex fueginus, in Oregon, FNA common name: American golden dock; Tierra del Fuego dock; PEK - 263, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

### Rumex obtusifolius L.

**Common names:** bitter dock  
**Origin:** exotic, naturalized  
**Voucher:** OSC, most recently collected in 2012.  
**FN -** 5:526, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: broadleaf dock; bitter dock; FPN - 91, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:53, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:214, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 894, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1125, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 262, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:175, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

### Rumex occidentalis S. Watson

**Common names:** Rocky Mountain western dock  
**Origin:** native  
**Voucher:** OSC, most recently collected in 2005.  
**FN -** 5:518, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: western dock; FN - 92, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:50, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:210, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 894, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1125, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 261, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:175, accepted, in Oregon (implied).  
**Synonyms:**  
- **Rumex occidentalis S. Watson var. procerus (Greene) J.T. Howell**  
  FPN - 92, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:177, accepted, in Oregon (implied).  
- **Rumex occidentalis S. Watson var. occidentalis**  
  FN - 5:518, synonym for Rumex occidentalis, in Oregon; FPN - 92, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:177, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Rumex patientia L.
Common names: patience dock
FN - 5:520, accepted, not in Oregon, FNA common name: patience dock; FPN - 92, accepted, given distribution: …chiefly in se Wn…; IN - 2a:211, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Rumex paucifolius Nutt.
Common names: alpine sorrel, mountain sorrel
FN - 5:501, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: alpine sheep sorrel; FPN - 90, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:54, accepted, given distribution: BC and Alberta s to Colorado, Utah & Sierra Nevada, Calif.; IN - 2a:204, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 894, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1125, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 263, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Rumex persicarioides L.
Common names: seashore dock
Origin: native  Voucher: WILLU, most recently collected in 1939.
FN - 5:530, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: no English common name given; text explains confusion with Eurasian R. matitimus and R. fueginus; FPN - 91, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:53, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1125, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 263, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:177, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Rumex pulcher L.
Common names: fiddle dock
FN - 5:526, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: fiddle dock; FPN - 91, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:51, accepted, not in Oregon; IN - 2a:214, accepted, given distribution: most of the e. U.S. with scattered populations in the West.; JPM - 894, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1125, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 262, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:179, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Rumex salicifolius Weinm. var. lacustris (Greene) J.C. Hickman
Common names: lake willow dock
FN - 5:510, synonym for Rumex lacustris, in Oregon, FNA common name: lake willow dock; JPM - 894, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Rumex lacustris Greene
FN - 5:510, accepted, in Oregon; IL - 2:51, synonym for Rumex salicifolius var. denticulatus, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1125, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Rumex salicifolius Weinm. var. mexicanus (Meisn.) C.L. Hitchc.
Common names: Mexican dock, triangular-valved dock, white willow dock
FPN - 92, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Synonyms:
Rumex mexicanus Meisn. var. strictus M. Peck
PEK - 262, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Rumex triangulivalvis (Danser) Rech. f.
FN - 5:511, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 92, synonym for Rumex salicifolius var. triangulivalvis, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:51, synonym for Rumex salicifolius var. denticulatus, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1125, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Rumex salicifolius Weinm. var. triangulivalvis Danser
FN - 5:511, synonym for Rumex triangulivalvis, in Oregon, FNA common name: white willow; triangular-valved dock; FPN - 92, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 894, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:180, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Rumex mexicanus Meisn. var. mexicanus
PEK - 262, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
**Rumex salicifolius Weinm. var. salicifolius**
Common names: willow dock  
Origin: native  
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2010.  
IL - 2:51, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 894, accepted, given distribution: CA-FP, W&I; NV, Baja CA; VP - 2:180, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

**Rumex salicifolius Weinm. var. transitorius (Rech. f.) J.C. Hickman**
Common names: intermediate willow dock, Pacific willow dock  
Origin: native  
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2010.  
FN - 5:512, synonym for Rumex transitorius, in Oregon, FNA common name: Pacific willow dock; JPM - 894, accepted, in Oregon (implied).  
Synonyms:  
**Rumex transitorius** Rech. f.  
FN - 5:512, accepted, in Oregon; JPM2 - 1125, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

**Rumex sanguineus L.**
Common names: red veined dock  
Origin: exotic, naturalized  
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 1978.  
FN - 5:525, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: redvein dock; bloodwort dock; FPN - 92, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:51, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:180, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Rumex utahensis Rech. f.**
Common names: Utah dock  
Origin: native  
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2003.  
FN - 5:510, accepted, in Oregon; JPM2 - 1126, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).  
Synonyms:  
**Rumex salicifolius** Weinm. var. montigenitus Jeps.  
FPN - 92, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:51, synonym for Rumex salicifolius var. denticulatus, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:180, accepted for Rumex salicifolius, in Oregon (explicit), =utahensis.

**Rumex venosus Pursh**
Common names: veiny dock, winged dock  
Origin: native  
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2004.  
FN - 5:505, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: veiny dock; wild-begonia; FPN - 91, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:50, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IN - 2a:204, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 895, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1126, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 261, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:180, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

**Literature cited for Rumex**
(Excluding the standard references unless specifically cited in the flora manuscript.)


Excluded names:

**Eriogonum commixtum Greene ex Tidestr.**
FN - 5:425, synonym for Eriogonum baileyi var. praebens, not in Oregon; FPN - 84, synonym for Eriogonum vimineum var. shoshonense, not in Oregon; PEK - 274, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum incanum Torr. & A. Gray**
FN - 5:366, accepted, not in Oregon; IL - 2:26, accepted, not in Oregon; IN - 2a:334, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM - 873, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1099, accepted, not in Oregon; PEK - 279, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum kingii Torr. & A. Gray**
FN - 5:281, accepted, not in Oregon; IN - 2a:296, accepted, not in Oregon; PEK - 278, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum nudum Douglas ex Benth. var. auriculatum (Benth.) Tracy ex Jeps.**
FN - 5:312, accepted, not in Oregon; IL - 2:26, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM - 876, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1103, accepted, not in Oregon; Kartesz & Meacham, 2007 - accepted, not in Oregon, CA endemic (to N. CA); KZ - 2:299, accepted.

**Eriogonum ochrocephalum S. Watson var. ochrocephalum**
FN - 5:283, accepted, not in Oregon, [occurs in Lassen and Modoc Co. CA]; JPM - 878, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1104, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 276, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum ovalifolium Nutt. var. ochroleucum (Small ex Rydb.) M. Peck**
FN - 5:321, accepted, not in Oregon; VP - 2:129, accepted, in Oregon.

**Synonyms:**

**Eriogonum ovalifolium Nutt. ssp. ochroleucum (Small) S. Stokes**
FN - 5:321, synonym for Eriogonum ovalifolium var. ochroleucum, not in Oregon, (CS used B&P abbrev. for FNA auth.); PEK - 277, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum ovalifolium Nutt. ssp. vineum S. Stokes**
FN - 5:322, synonym for Eriogonum ovalifolium var. vineum, not in Oregon; IL - 2:43, accepted, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 277, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum siskiyouense Small**
FN - 5:356, accepted, not in Oregon; IL - 2:26, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM - 879, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1106, accepted, not in Oregon.

**Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. majus Hook.**
FN - 5:346, accepted, not in Oregon; IN - 2a:326, accepted, not in Oregon; PEK - 280, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. subalpinum (Greene) M.E. Jones**
FN - 5:346, matched with Eriogonum umbellatum ssp. subalpinum (subtaxon form), synonym for Eriogonum umbellatum var. majus, not in Oregon; FPN - 81, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:27, (subtaxon form), synonym for Eriogonum umbellatum ssp. majus, not in Oregon; VP - 2:136, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. torreyanum (A. Gray) M.E. Jones**
FN - 5:353, accepted, not in Oregon, (CS used B&P abbrev. for FNA auth.); FPN - 81, synonym for Eriogonum umbellatum var. glaberrimum, in Oregon (explicit); JPM - 882, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1108, accepted, not in Oregon; VP - 2:136, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Synonyms:**

**Eriogonum torreyanum A. Gray**
FN - 5:353, synonym for Eriogonum umbellatum var. torreyanum, not in Oregon; FPN - 81, synonym for Eriogonum umbellatum var. glaberrimum, in Oregon (explicit); IL - 2:27, synonym for Eriogonum umbellatum var. polyanthum, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 280, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
**Eriogonum umbellatum Torr. var. umbellatum**
FN - 5:339, accepted, not in Oregon; FPN - 81, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:27, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (implied); IN - 2a:324, accepted, not in Oregon; PEK - 280, (subtaxon implied), accepted, in Oregon (explicit); VP - 2:138, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Eriogonum ursinum S. Watson**
FN - 5:358, accepted, not in Oregon; IL - 2:26, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM - 882, accepted, not in Oregon; PEK - 280, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Persicaria capitata (Buch.-Ham. ex D. Don) H. Gross**
FN - 5:579, accepted, in Oregon, planted as a garden groundcover; difficult to eradicate; JPM2 - 1115, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Polygonum alpinum All.**

**Polygonum fowleri B.L. Rob.**
FN - 5:554, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: Fowler's knotweed; FNA author recognizes Polygonum fowleri B.L. Rob. ssp. fowleri in Oregon; FPN - 88, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 2:56, accepted, not in Oregon; IN - ; VP - 2:153, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

**Polygonum fowleri B.L. Rob. ssp. fowleri**
IL - 2:56, (subtaxon implied), accepted, not in Oregon; JPM2 - 1120, accepted, in Oregon (implied); VP - 2:153, (subtaxon implied), accepted, given distribution: Alas. to Wash. and the San Francisco Bay region, Calif.; ne coast of N. Am., s. to Me.;n.e. Asia., Alas. to Wash. and the San Francisco Bay region, Calif.; ne coast of N. Am., s. to Me.;n.e. Asia..

**Polygonum ramosissimum Michx. ssp. prolificum (Small) Costea & Tardif**
FN - 5:552, accepted, in Oregon; JPM2 - 1120, accepted, no geog. info. given.

**Pterostegia drymaroides Fisch. & C.A. Mey.**
FN - 5:478, accepted, not in Oregon, FNA common name: no common name suggested; Per FNA author: "species will likely be found in southern Oregon." The only presumed Oregon colln. ...along ; IL - 2:1, (minor spelling difference), synonym for Pterostegia drymaroides, not in Oregon; IN - 2a:387, accepted, not in Oregon; JPM - 892, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); JPM2 - 1121, accepted, in Oregon (explicit); Kartesz, 2005 - accepted, not in Oregon, range extends from AZand southern NV  to northern CA, Cos. not adjacent to Oregon.; PEK - 271, accepted, in Oregon (explicit), dry places se OR to UT, AZ and CA.

**Synonyms:**
- *Pterostegia drymaroides* Fisch. & C.A. Mey.
  - orthographic variant
  - IL - 2:1, accepted, not in Oregon.

**Rumex acetosa L.**
FN - 5:502, accepted, in Oregon, FNA common name: common sorrel; sourdock; FPN - 90, accepted, given distribution: known from nc Mont, but prob eslsewhere in our area; VP - 2:169, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Rumex californicus Rech. f.**
FN - 5:509-510, accepted, in Oregon, In Oregon reported only as a ballast waif on Albina neighborhood of Portland.; IL - 2:51, synonym for Rumex salicifolius var. denticulatus, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1124, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

**Rumex salicifolius Weinm. var. crassus (Rech. f.) J.T. Howell**
FN - 5:510, synonym for Rumex crassus, in Oregon, FNA common name: fleshy willow dock; JPM - 894, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

**Rumex salicifolius Weinm. var. denticulatus Torr.**
FN - 5:509, synonym for Rumex californicus, in Oregon, FNA common name: California willow dock; IL - 2:51, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 894, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

**Synonyms:**
- *Rumex mexicanus* Meisn.
  - FN - 5:511, accepted, not in Oregon, FNA common name: Mexican dock; FPN - 92, synonym for Rumex salicifolius var. mexicanus, in Oregon (explicit); PEK - 262, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
Literature cited for Polygonaceae
(Excluding the standard references unless specifically cited in the flora manuscript.)

Gale, S. 1944. Rhynchospora, section Eurhynchospora, in Canada, the United States and the West Indies. Rhodora 46:89-134, 159-197, 207-249, 255-278.


Abbreviations Used

FN = Flora of North America
FPN = Flora of the Pacific Northwest
GWM = Guide to the plants of the Wallowa Mountains of northeastern
IL = An Illustrated Flora of the Pacific States
IN = Intermountain Flora
IPNI = The International Plant Names Index
JPM = The Jepson manual
KZ = A synonymized checklist...(Kartesz)
PEK = A manual of the higher plants of Oregon
PLANTS = http://plants.usda.gov
VP = Vascular Plants of the Pacific Northwest

a- = no authority given in the reference
a+ = authority in the reference matches checklist
at = authority abbreviation in the reference differs
sa = authority at the specific level in the reference
ssa = authority at the subspecific level in the reference